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Background
• Norway as part of the EU system for pesticide/PPP authorization
– Adoption the EU pesticide regulations in 2015 – taking part in the Northern zone collaboration
– No modeling scenarios specifically tailored for Norwegian conditions or requirements for field testing in
Norwegian-like conditions (cold climate, young soils)
– National action plan (NAP) for Norway focused on improving the knowledge of pesticide fate and effects in
Norwegian environment

• Norwegian Action Plan for sustainable use of pesticides
– aims to (1) improve knowledge on occurrence of pesticides in ground- and surface water, (2) reduce
the pollution of aquatic systems, (3) keep environmental exposure concentrations below non-target
effect concentrations, (4) reduce detections of pesticides in concentration levels above no-effect
conentrations by 50%

• Norwegian Agricultural Environnmental Monitoring Program – a long-term monitoring
program to ensure a low environmental impact of current agricultural practices
– Less direct use of national monitoring data in the registrations process since 2015
– Need for a more rigorous risk assessment of exposure data collected through national monitoring programs
to allow for (more) robust identification of challenges post-registration

• →How to achieve the ‘full benefit’ of long-term monitoring data and a realistic risk
assessment of potential effects in the Norwegian environment?
Figure: screenshot from https://sitem.herts.ac.uk/aeru/footprint/foot-fs/climatezones/index.htm

The Norwegian Agricultural Environmental
Monitoring Program (JOVA) – 1992/1995-p.t.
• Long term monitoring program aimed at documenting
the environmental impacts of current Norwegian agricultural practices,
and establish long term data sets to aid policy development
by Norwegian regulatory authorities for agriculture and environment.
• 11 monitoring stations in small agricultural catchments
representative of Norwegian agriculture
• Collects data on:
– agricultural practices at field level (tillage, use of PPPs and fertiliser etc.)
– precipitation and stream flow on catchment level
– Loss/transport of soil, nutrients and pesticides on catchment level

• Funded by the Norwegian Ministry for Agriculture and Food and NIBIO
www.nibio.no/jova

JOVA sites for pesticide monitoring

• Data for pesticide use and occurrence in stream water, based on
flow proportional bi-weekly composite sampling April-October
• Current monitoring scope (snice 2011/12) includes approx. 125 substances,
including currently used and legacy pesticides as well as selected metabolites

Current procedure for assessment of
JOVA pesticide exposure data
• Environmental risk indices (MF-values) for the individual pesticides and metabolites encountered in
the monitoring sites calculated based on the guideline for annual average environmental quality
standards (AA-EQS) for freshwater environments
– Guideline values not included in Norwegian legislation
– Only a few currently used pesticides included in the Norwegian legislation following the water framework directive
and EQS-values for prioirity substances

• MECs of pesticides and metabolites assessed in relation to the respective MF-value (MEC/MF-ratio)
• Results 2012-2018 shows an average of 2 and a maximum of 15 pesticides detected pr sample,
indicating a need for cumulative risk assessment
• Time trend analyses based on summed MEC/MF-ratios as a measure of cumulative risk for pesticide
mixtures detected in composite samples throughout the monitoring period (e.g. 1995-p.t.)
• A conservative approach utilizing the no-effect-concentrations for the most sensitive organism for
each pesticide in the mixture, with a potential over-prediction of the risk
Stenrød 2015. Acta Agriculturae Scandinavica, Section B. Volume 65, Issue sup2.
Bechmann et al 2021. NIBIO report 7 (135).
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Key Questions to be addressed:
Which exposures exhibit the largest toxic pressures ?
Is this pressure representing a risk ?
Which organisms/targets are most susceptible?
Which chemicals are the risk drivers ?
Why are they risk drivers ?
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Evaluation of a cumulative environmental risk assessment
of PPPs – case study for JOVA monitoring data (1)
Evaluating a two-tiered approach for CRA for the JOVA monitoring data, including and
comparing a MEC/PNEC and sum toxic units (STU) approach

Petersen et al 2013. NIVA report 6588-2013., Petersen et al 2015. NIVA report 6830-2015.

Evaluation of a cumulative environmental risk assessment
of PPPs – case study for JOVA monitoring data (2)
Comparing modeling and lab-study-approach for
combined toxicity assessment
– Mixture of 15 compounds from MECs of PPPs
identified from a JOVA-site
– Algal bioassays with solid phase extracts (SPE),
whole surface water or synthetic mixture
– Modeling to predict combined toxicity using
Combined Toxicity Assessment models

• Results demonstrated that combined toxicity
models based on Concentration Addition (CA)
successfully predicted the toxicity of the
complex synthetic mixture
Tollefsen et al 2016. NIVA report 7030-2016.
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Developed with funding from Research Council of Norway (315969 EXPECT, 268294 MIXRISK, 223268 CERAD),
NIVAs Computational Toxicology Program (NCTP).

Key features
• Predict cumulative risk of PPPs using principles of Concentration Addition (additivity)
• Can handle single as well as complex mixtures of unlimited size
• Only rely on exposure concentration (measured or predicted)

• Predicts magnitude & exceedance of safe thresholds for a number of species groups
• Rank species group sensitivity for identifying the most susceptible groups
• Is less conservative than PNEC (and EQS)-informed approaches

• Link regulatory relevance data to mechanistic information (e.g. AOP-informed)
• Suitable for prospective and retrospective assessments
• Solution-oriented approaches (mitgation considerations) feasible

• Comply with EFSA recommendations for cumulative risk assessment
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Analysis of JOVA monitoring data 2012-18 using NIVA-RAdb
1) Hot-spot identification (assumed risk threshold = 1)

Analysis of JOVA monitoring data 2012-18 using NIVA-RAdb
2) Sensitive species (from cumulative chronic aquatic risk)
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effects

4) Potential
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Concluding remarks – benefits and further work
• Risk assessment tool geared towards CRA of both pesticides and other chemicals
• Presents a more realistic risk assessment with regard to identification of hot-spots, affected
organism groups and potential chemical drivers than methods focused on most sensitive
species across mixtures
• A tool to better visualize the potential use and interpretation of the monitoring data – in
collaboration/discussion with national authorization body (NFSA)and other regulatory
agencies
• Dependent on high quality input data for both exposure and effects/toxicity of chemicals, as
well as tailored analysis tools for relevant end-users
• Long term goal to establish an online tool that will allow for access and analysisopportunities connected to the Norwegian pesticide monitoring data in agricultural streams

Managing & Visualizing the complexity

(www.niva.no/stop)
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Graphical User Interface (GUI)
- Exposure characterisation (AEP)
- Hazard characterisation (AOP)
- Cumulative Risk Assessment (CRA)
- Case-specific (retro/prospective)
- Solution-oriented (mitigations)
- Data repository (FAIR)
- EFSA compliant*
- Automation friendly
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* Harmonisation of Cumulative Risk Assessment for humans and wildlife
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